Knight-Hennessy Scholars
The Knight-Hennessy Scholars program cultivates a diverse, multidisciplinary community of emerging leaders
from around the world and guides them to collaborate, innovate, and communicate as they prepare to address
the complex challenges facing society. Knight-Hennessy Scholars become part of a supportive family of fellow
scholars. Through the King Global Leadership Program, scholars will broaden knowledge, develop skills, and
strengthen character; this platform provides a collection of community experiences, workshops, meetings with
leaders, domestic and global study trips, and personal development opportunities. Knight-Hennessy Scholars
also receive funding for graduate study at Stanford University.

The Knight-Hennessy Scholars program at Stanford University has begun our admissions process for the cohort
enrolling at Stanford in 2021.
This opportunity would be of interest to anyone thinking of applying to Stanford graduate school who received
their undergraduate degree in 2014 or later (Jan 2014 through Sept 2021 for the 2021 cohort). All degrees and
majors of graduate school are eligible (including MA, MBA, JD, MD,MS, and PhD). Citizens of all countries are
eligible to apply.

As a Knight-Hennessy Scholar, students:
¯

Join a multi-disciplinary community of Stanford graduate students dedicated to tackling the world's
challenges

¯

Engage in the King Global Leadership Program platform of personal development opportunities, with
coaching and feedback, and the opportunity to learn from diverse leaders from different walks of life.

¯

Receive full funding for up to three years of the graduate program they attend at Stanford, and stipend
for room and board.

Who is eligible to apply? Any Academic Discipline in any of Stanford’s Graduate Schools
You are eligible to apply to the Knight-Hennessy Scholars program if you are applying to enroll in a full-time
graduate program(s) at Stanford (for example, but not limited to, DMA, JD, MA, MBA, MD, MFA, MPP, MS, or
PhD) or if you plan on pursuing one of Stanford’s many joint- and dual- graduate degree options (for example,
but not limited to, MD+PhD, JD+MA, MBA+MS).

The deadline to apply for the 2021 cohort is Wednesday, October 14, 2020, at 1:00 pm Pacific Time.
Please visit our website at kh.stanford.edu for more information. We also regularly post on Facebook and
Instagram @knighthennessy.

Many online information sessions are planned until the deadline of October 14, 2020. Students need to register
at kh.stanford.edu/events.
June 4, 2020 at 4:00-5:00 PM Pacific time (2020/6/5. 9AM Korea time)
https://apply.knight-hennessy.stanford.edu/register/?id=c6271b28-fd45-4473-b98c-ef9c20631030
June 5, 2020 at 7:00-8:00 PM Pacific time (2020/6/6, 12PM Korea time)
https://apply.knight-hennessy.stanford.edu/register/?id=2c740e44-fea3-4dcb-a8be-e6c3cf924d30

